
APRIL  2021   STUDENTS OF THE MONTH

Team Student of the Month Why is this student deserving of this award ?

7A/AX Carly Levitt Carly is this month’s student of the month
because of the maturity and leadership
she displays in her classes. She has a
great sense of humor and is able to roll
with any situation she finds herself in. She
is friendly, positive and respectful and
engages in all of her classes whether she
is in person or remote.

7B/BX Guilia Zumpano Guilia gives 150% in every class, all the time
and sets herself apart because of her desire
to fully understand her subjects and what is
expected of her. She is considerate and kind
to her teachers and classmates and is a true
role model to her peers. Guilia is a joy to have
in class and we know that we will continue to
hear great things about her as she
transitions to 8th grade ! Way to go Guilia !

7C/CX Emily Greczek Emily is an absolute pleasure to have in class.
She is enthusiastic about learning and always
works well with her peers. Emily emits a
positive energy that is truly contagious. We
look forward to seeing your beautiful face in
the halls every day. Keep up the great work!



8A/AX Luciana Musano Luciana Musano is a valuable asset to the
classroom. She always participates in class
discussions and shows a great interest in
topics in class. Her bubbly personality brings
an upbeat vibe to the virtual classroom.
Luciana works well with her peers, asks
questions for clarification, and goes above
and beyond for all class work and
assessments.

8B/BX Ryan Bisaccio

Ryan is a mature, cooperative, and self-motivated
student who has successfully transitioned to
hybrid education. Ryan’s dedication to her studies
is evident. She is always on task, always
conscientious, and always goes above and
beyond what is expected. She is friendly, positive,
respectful and engaged in class instruction. Ryan
is a positive role model for her peers.

8C/CX Alexis Apolito Alexis is an absolute pleasure to have in class.
She participates regularly and asks questions
when clarification is needed.  She works hard
and gets along with her peers.  Alexis always
comes to class and zoom meetings with a
smile on her face and ready to learn.  This
year has been a challenge and we are really
proud of how Alexis has tackled hybrid
learning--keep up the good work!


